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Historiquement parlant, les auteurs franciscains n’ont jamais hésité à emprunter 
à d’autres genres littéraires lorsque leurs ordres du jour spirituels pouvaient en 
bénéficier. Il n’ est donc pas étonnant de constater que les traités franciscains de 
pèlerinage en Terre Sainte imitent certaines conventions stylistiques et rhétoriques 
des relazione (relations). Ce que les frères mendiants ont trouvé de particulière-
ment utile était la façon qu’ avaient les relazione de se concentrer sur le siècle, et 
simultanément de placer l’ auteur en position d’autorité en tant que témoin expert. 
Les auteurs franciscains pouvaient employer le style de narration du temporel des 
relazione comme repoussoir à la description du royaume du Christ. Tout comme 
dans les relazione, les traités franciscains ont également souligné l’expérience 
personnelle des frères mendiants en mission dans la patrie du Christ. Ces deux 
stratégies fonctionnaient de pair, afin de réaffirmer pour les lecteurs européens 
éloignés le pouvoir sacré de la Terre Sainte, ainsi que l’autorité spéciale des frères 
mendiants en tant que vrais apôtres du Christ.

In an age of practical reports of exploration to unknown places, early modern 
European Franciscans persisted in composing meditative narratives of their 

voyages to the Holy Land. These writings had behind them a long pedigree 
of pious medieval accounts of pilgrimage. Their aim was not to inform the 
reader’s mind but to awaken, remind, and ultimately transform, his heart and 
soul. To this end, Franciscan authors conjoined images of famous places with 
memories of central Christian moments, intent on provoking an emotional 
response. Their travel narratives were didactic in nature, marked not only by 
the rhetorical habits and moral traditions of the Franciscan order but also by 
its institutional ambitions. Franciscan narratives also celebrated the order’s 
long guardianship of the holy places and its services to Latin pilgrims in the 
East. From the fourteenth century onward, it had been Franciscan friars who 
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greeted European pilgrims stepping off the boats at the port of Jaffa, guided 
them through the streets of Jerusalem, and ensured the continuing celebration 
of the Latin rites at the most important Christian holy places.

Pilgrimage treatises such as these consequently bore only a superficial 
resemblance to the more culturally curious or scientific narratives or “relations” 
from pens of travellers to other parts of the world.1 But because they traced 
their authors’ movements across seas and lands, they also borrowed literary 
habits from the evolving literature of travel. As early modern habits of read-
ing, of writing, and of observing foreign places evolved, something of the spirit 
of the relazione began to mingle with the Franciscans’ other narrative modes, 
producing as it did so a tension between two depictions, of things familiar and 
things novel. The relazione mode, as a literary device, invited the narrator to 
step in and mediate between matters astonishing, portentous, or novel, and 
a reader who needed not exhorting and moving, but convincing. At the same 
time, older Franciscan attitudes towards things of this world also made their 
literature fairly open to the relazione mode of writing. So new modes of know-
ing gradually pushed the Franciscan narratives of holy places towards a new 
synthesis, and a subtly mixed message, now only partly traditional in form but 
always thoroughly Franciscan.

From the start, Franciscan spirituality had a distinctly material cast, a 
worldliness that invited use of the relazione as a narrative device. Franciscan 
narratives confront us with the particularist nature of the early modern Catho-
lic tradition, for their authors co-opted the pilgrimage genre to disseminate 
their own understanding of spiritual perfection. They stressed the continuing 
potency of the holy places in Palestine, a region that they had long come to 
consider as a foundation of their own authority as spiritual leaders. As with the 
relazione, Franciscan treatises privileged the author’s experience in the Holy 
Land as the basis of his authority. Just as importantly, Franciscan authors could 
use the relazione-like narration of temporality — the condition of the mundane 
world — as the ideal foil for delineating the other-worldly nature of the home-
land of Christ. These two strategies worked together, reaffirming simultane-
ously for distant European readers the continuing sacral potency of the region 
and the special authority of the friars as Christ’s true apostles. Like Christ, their 
narratives say, the friars walked the frontier between the sacred and profane. 
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The Holy Land treatise

Modern scholars do not find it easy to place early modern Holy Land literature. 
In her introduction to Jean Boucher’s 1620 edition of Bouquet Sacre composée 
des plus belles fleurs de la Terre Sainte, Marie-Christine Gomez-Géraud ponders 
scholarly neglect of a treatise that enjoyed multiple editions over the course of 
three centuries. Lack of scientific and geographic specificity may well be one 
reason. Boucher’s inclusion of a visit to Egypt that he himself never made, for 
example, earned the ridicule of at least one contemporary voyager.2 Gomez-
Géraud, Wes Williams, and Frédéric Tinguely among others insist, however, 
that the Holy Land treatises must be viewed in part as collective enterprises.3 
Medieval and early modern authors borrowed from one another, often repeat-
ing passages verbatim. Publishers, furthermore, felt little compunction about 
repackaging older treatises as recent works by adding, removing and rewriting 
sections at will. Imitation, as Williams has stated quite bluntly, was the point. 
Thus the pilgrim treatises differed substantially in function and narrative strat-
egy from the relazione, a byproduct of the rigorous practices of Italian diplo-
macy. 

A comparison of two well-known French narratives to the Levant illus-
trates the very different natures of these accounts. Relation d’un voyage fait au 
Levant (1665) recounts the nobleman Jean de Thevenot’s journey to the Otto-
man regions along the eastern Mediterranean. He begins by declaring travel 
a facet of the human condition. “The desire to travel,” he tells us, “which has 
always been part of human nature, seems to have been never stronger than 
today….” Indeed, reading other relations “first gave me [Thevenot] the idea to 
travel.”4 Thevenot thus embarked on a journey inspired by a love of travel itself, 
and the Holy Land was only one of many important destinations discussed at 
length in his text. Meanwhile, Friar Jean Boucher’s treatise also describes some 
of the places along his route, but does not provide the same degree of cultural 
analysis. His aspiration and that of other authors of Holy Land treatises was 
not to visit other people but rather to revisit the Christian past. These narra-
tives situate the author as pilgrim, passing through exotic lands with his sights 
set firmly on the final destination, the homeland of Christ. This intense focus 
characterizes the very structure of the text, for as is typical for descriptions of 
the holy sites, Jerusalem alone takes up a third or more of the work. 
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The Franciscan Holy Land treatise

But even Boucher’s spiritual treatise reveals a certain familiarity with narrative 
and stylistic strategies closely associated with the more secular genres of rela-
tion. Indeed, a survey of Holy Land narratives shows that Boucher was by no 
means the only member of his religious brotherhood to find such strategies 
useful. This in itself should not surprise us. The very popularity of the relation5 
as a literary genre would have appealed to the friars in their quest to reach an 
ever changing, and, they hoped, broadening, audience. Franciscans, preachers 
by formation, considered rhetorical flexibility critical to the spread of divine 
truth. From their earliest days, Franciscans had embraced changing literary 
tastes. That is one reason why their early modern libraries were so very eclectic. 
Even smaller communities might own, alongside medieval scholastic and de-
votional literature, humanist and classical writings, as well as scholarly works 
in Hebrew and Arabic.6 For example, the copy of Henri de Beauvau’s Relation 
journaliere du voyage du levant (Paris, 1610) consulted for this article bears the 
autograph of a friar Bernardinus Talboon, and Beauvau’s relation is a typical 
diplomat’s treatise of the early seventeenth century, recounting a trip with the 
French ambassador to the Ottoman Porte.7 

How, then, might the relation, as reporting model, have informed Fran-
ciscan pilgrimage narratives? The eight vernacular treatises discussed here were 
all produced between 1485 and 1670. Some went through more than one edi-
tion and Boucher’s Sacre Bouquet by early modern standards was a veritable 
bestseller.8 A cursory glance at these texts finds few overt signs of inter-genre 
influence. Direct references to contemporary secular travel accounts are largely 
absent. Not one treatise, furthermore, employs “relation” in the title. Indeed, 
the majority identify themselves through the traditional medieval pilgrimage 
terminology with traditional medieval titles: “treatise,” “guide,” or “voyage.” The 
two earliest publications are Francesco Suriano’s Trattato di Terra Santa (1526)9 
and Jean Thenaud’s Le voyage d’outremer (circa 1525–1530).10 One sixteenth-
century account by an anonymous Spanish friar remained unpublished until 
the twentieth century and bears no original title.11 The Toulousan friar Henri 
Castela’s Le guide et addresse pour ceux qui veult faire le S. Voiage a Jerusalem 
was published in 1604.12 The other seventeenth-century treatises include Jean 
Boucher’s Sacre Bouquet (1620),13 Pacifique de Provins’ Le voyage de Perse fait 
par pere Pacifique (c. 1631),14 Le pieux pelerin ou voyage de Jerusalem (1666)15 
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by Bernardin Surius, and Jacques Goujon’s Histoire et voyage de la Terre-Sainte 
(1670).16 

As these titles suggest, the friars continued to locate their treatises in 
the long tradition of medieval pilgrimage literature. In recent years, whether 
mapping European religious culture on a broad scale, tracing an emergent sub-
jectivity, or illuminating their distinctive rhetorical strategies, literary scholars 
have reclaimed pilgrimage narratives as a significant literary genre. But these 
writings sometimes borrowed from secular models, if only implicitly, to serve 
a spiritual agenda. Two questions immediately come to mind: What was the 
nature of this spiritual agenda? Is there, furthermore, something definitively 
“Franciscan” about this borrowing? This last question is particularly important 
in light of the erasure of Franciscan identity in much of the recent scholarship 
on Holy Land narratives. Erasure may perhaps be too strong a word, but it is 
striking nonetheless how little attention is paid to the religious formation of 
many clerical authors of pilgrimage treatises, including the Franciscans. One 
notable exception is Gomez-Géraud’s work on friar Jean Boucher, but even here 
Boucher is viewed with a particular eye to Counter-Reformation spirituality. 
An extreme case is Wes Williams’s rich analysis of French Levantine treatises, 
which seems largely unconcerned with the fact that two of his travelling au-
thors — Henri Castela, and Jean Dublioul — were Franciscans.17  

Early modern believers held that to join a religious order was itself a conversion 
experience, a conversion to a particular understanding of the Catholic tradi-
tion. Clearly therefore an important facet of these authors’ identity has been left 
largely unexplored. Jean Dublioul serves as a good example. In his article “The 
Diplomat, the Trucheman and the Mystagogue,” Williams sees Dublioul as a 
cultural mediator. Upon arriving at the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, Dublioul 
introduces the reader to the “guardian” who then in turn attaches the reader 
to his spiritual guide for the visit, the “mystagogue.” This guardian, though, 
is not just any “cleric” as Williams suggests, but the head of the Franciscan 
community living in the Sepulchre.18 The mystagogue is also a Franciscan, a 
senior member of Dublioul’ s own order. In this brief passage Dublioul is flag-
ging his own particular Catholic identity. A layer of interpretation is lost when 
this Franciscan author is deprived of his habit.

It is a Franciscan mindset that similarly marks the eight travel accounts 
discussed here. To be sure, it was not the only ideological context. Franciscan 
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authors were informed by other cultural forces, such as family, gender, and 
place of origin. They also disagreed in significant ways about their understand-
ing of the Franciscan tradition. For example, all but one of the authors belonged 
to the Observant branch of the order. This was the largest of the three branches 
(Conventual, Observant, Capuchin), and the product of a fourteenth-century 
reform movement emphasizing stricter observance of the Franciscan ideal. The 
remaining friar, Pacifique de Provins, makes it quite clear in his text that he is 
a member of the Capuchin family known for its rigorous embrace of asceti-
cism. Bernardin Surius’ s status as a member of the reformed Observant Recol-
lect community also reminds us that diversity raged even within the separate 
branches of the order.19 Thus, despite a common Franciscan imprint, the eight 
treatises differ. 

But if the authors were formed and informed by gender, family, and place 
of origin, and disagreed in significant ways in their understanding of the Fran-
ciscan tradition, they were, in the final instance, all Franciscans by formation. 
They shared devotion to the founder of their spiritual tradition, Francis of Assisi, 
recognized his Rule, and took the same vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience. 
And they had in common their order’s special relationship with the homeland 
of Christ, for the Franciscans were the official custodians of the Christian holy 
places on behalf of the Western Church. In 1342, negotiations between the pa-
pacy and the Mamluk Turks secured official recognition of Latin altars in some 
of the most important Christian holy sites in Palestine, Syria, and Egypt. The 
epicentre of Christian worship for the pilgrim was Jerusalem, and the highlight 
of the pilgrimage was the visit to the Holy Sepulchre, the vast domed church first 
built by Emperor Constantine to commemorate the most important moments 
of Christ’s final days on earth, his crucifixion and resurrection. In recognition of 
their century of missionary service in the region, in the bulls Gratias agimus and 
Nuper carissimae (Nov 12, 1342), the popes granted the Franciscan order the 
Custody of the Holy Land.20 This Custody would pass to the Observant branch 
in the fifteenth century. As it remains to this day, the primary role of the friars 
was to preserve a Latin presence in the region, perform the Latin rites for visit-
ing European pilgrims at the major holy places and tend to the spiritual life of 
European merchants living in Jaffa, Aleppo and Cairo.21 

The eight treatises show the authors busily engaged in the Holy Land 
over a span of some 180 years. The Venetian Francesco Suriano spent several 
years assigned to convents in Beirut and Jerusalem between 1480 and 1515. His 
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French contemporary Jean Thenaud visited Cairo and Jerusalem as an envoy 
of Francis I in 1511–12. Internal dating locates the pilgrimage of the unknown 
Spanish friar sometime between 1550 and 1570. Henri Castela set out as a pil-
grim from Marseilles in 1603. Two of his French countrymen would follow him 
within the next two decades: the famous preacher Jean Boucher (1611–1612) 
and the Capuchin Pacifique de Provins (1621–22). Pacifique, destined for a 
mission in Asia, visited the Holy Land as a pilgrim. In contrast, the Flemish 
Recollect Bernardin Surius and the French Observant Jacques Goujon visited 
in 1644–46 and 1666–68 as missionaries. 

Religious tradition endows all eight Franciscan narratives with similar 
narrative form and intent. It explains why virtually all the treatises carefully 
delineate a Franciscan presence in the region, taking some pains to document 
the order’s presence on the ground. For this task, the narrative strategies of 
the relation proved useful. Among other things, such writings privilege the 
training and experience of the author, as sources of his credibility. As Filippo 
de Vivo shows us in his study of Venetian relazioni, a relation was to be both 
informative and authoritative. The author’s eye for detail, knowledge of lo-
cal history, rhetorical training, and above all access to specialized knowledge 
through personal connections and experience were therefore on display.22 Jean 
de Thevenot’s relation, for example, emphasizes the author’s mastery of Persian, 
Turkish, and Arabic, languages that accredited his claim to local knowledge 
on his travels through the Mediterranean and beyond. Nevertheless, while lay 
travellers grounded their claims to expertise in their knowledge of the mun-
dane world of human existence, the friars privileged their spiritual formation 
as followers of Francis of Assisi and their long custodianship of the holy places. 
It was Francis, they remind us, who made the mundane world of the Holy land 
his special mission. 

The author as spiritual expert

The mission of Francis of Assisi

Francis did not visit Palestine until 1219, but his conviction that the homeland 
of Christ was the most important of all missions led the General Chapter meet-
ing of the Franciscan order to establish the Holy Land as a Custody even earlier, 
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in 1217.23 Francis’s interest in rescuing the holy places was perfectly in keeping 
with his distinct brand of mystical piety, which accepted the mundane world 
as the natural site of spiritual reform. Just as, famously, he felt called by God 
to repair the little church of San Damiano near Assisi, the saint felt compelled 
to rescue the holy places from Muslim “corruption.” The landscape and build-
ings that witnessed the life of Christ and his apostles held a spiritual potency 
useful for spiritual renewal. Though the failure of the medieval Crusades en-
sured that the Custody existed more in theory than in fact until the fourteenth 
century, the ideological construction of this region as a Franciscan missionary 
zone came over time to claim, profoundly, a kind of apostolic succession. As 
Franciscans readily reminded their readers, Francis received the wounds from 
Christ himself. He was the first great stigmatic saint, earning in his own lifetime 
the appellation alter Christus.24 

Francis’s stigmata and his time in Palestine underlay Franciscan claims to 
be the only true emissaries of Christ, who required spiritual engagement in His 
homeland. This assertion of an apostolic legacy is patent in the sixteenth cen-
tury accounts. Francesco Suriano reminds his readers that Francis himself trod 
in the footsteps of Christ. Like Christ, Francis visited the Holy Land, and like 
Christ he also pursued a wandering preaching ministry. Referring to himself as 
the “putrid member of so great a head,” the Venetian friar tells us that Francis 
“never ceased to run hither and thither and to travel far and wide to gather 
men faithful to God and his fruitful Church.”25 As far as Suriano is concerned, 
only the followers of Francis could provide spiritual guidance. Moreover, their 
greater perfection justified Franciscan care of the holy places. To support this 
jurisdictional claim, Suriano cites plentiful Franciscan miracles, many of them 
from Beirut in the 1480s, which occurred during his first mission. So he was 
himself a witness to the potency of Franciscan spirituality. We discover that 
praying to Saint Francis had aided the escape of a Muslim sailor when the 
Knights of Rhodes threatened to take his ship. In another miracle tale, the friars 
had only to touch trees to make them fruitful. Such miracles — and there were 
many more, the friar assures us —  amazed the “infidels” and earned respect 
for the Franciscan tradition. “And the extraordinary thing,” Suriano tells the 
reader, “is that they do not suspect us of evil, nor are husbands scandalized if 
we are seen talking with the wives: this is something they do not allow their 
own co-infidels.”26 
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When asserting apostolic succession, Surius and Goujon, in the seven-
teenth century, are even more vehement. The Fleming, Surius, describes the 
friars as “children of our father Saint Francis, who are known throughout the 
land for their influence… and charged with the well-being of Emperors and 
Kings.”27 While on his journey across Europe to the Holy Land, Surius stops to 
worship in Assisi, the home of Saint Francis. This visit invites him to meditate 
on the perfection of Francis by mulling on key episodes in the saint’s life. Surius 
recounts Francis’s reception of the stigmata, but he also describes the cell where 
the saint stayed during this momentous transformation, and ponders its sig-
nificance. Francis becomes, in the process, absorbed into the Holy Land experi-
ence for both Surius and his readers. The saint’s life is now part of the spiritual 
itinerary of the pilgrim. The stigmata signal, furthermore, what the Franciscans 
have always believed, that Francis’s life was the only legitimate gateway to the 
spiritual perfection embodied by Christ.

This fashioning of Francis as the perfect spiritual guide to the Holy Land 
explains why Surius’s seventeenth-century contemporary, Jacques Goujon, 
makes Francis’s mission to Palestine the mental and literary starting point for 
the entire journey, as he narrates it. Francis had a special zeal, he tells us, for the 
Holy Land because of his “perfect love” of the suffering and passion of the cru-
cified Jesus.” Rescuing the Holy Land from the “tyranny of the Mahometans” 
was always his concern. For Francis, to do so was to imitate Christ; on his jour-
ney to Palestine, we are reminded, Francis brought twelve companions. It was 
God, Goujon says, who made the friars the “inheritors of the Holy Land, be-
cause he wanted this seraphic father [Francis] to take possession.” Possession is 
Goujon’s issue, for Francis emerged from his pilgrimage with the guardianship 
in hand: “[the Holy Land] became his possession and all the holy sites he visited 
belonged to him.” Goujon reminds readers that Francis was first and foremost 
a spiritual reformer, sent on earth with a mission to cleanse the thirteenth-
century church of corruption. It was a place of “rot, filth, and idolatry, and a 
shameless Venus: and Saint Francis was chosen to end these disorders.”28 Christ 
had to return to heaven, Goujon says, and so gave Francis responsibility for 
leading this reform. Francis was the ideal choice, he says, because he was “the 
most perfect, and the most vibrant image of the suffering Christ.”29 And Fran-
cis, assuming responsibility, had been chosen to reclaim the sites as well from 
their infamously fallen state.
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The experience of the friar

This evocation of Saint Francis as spiritual reformer charged with responsibil-
ity for the holy places anchored Franciscan claims not only to custodianship 
but also, even more importantly, to spiritual expertise. Goujon’s reminder of 
Francis of Assisi’s war against corruption during his own lifetime was intended 
to resonate with seventeenth-century readers who had experience of spiritual 
turmoil. Just as Francis battled heresy in Europe and Muslim authority in the 
eastern Mediterranean, his seventeenth-century followers struggled to eradi-
cate Protestantism in Europe, to reform “pagan” traditions in the New World, 
and to preserve Christian spirituality from Ottoman pressure in early modern 
Palestine. No other Christians, the friars felt, had so deep an understanding of 
the Holy Land’s meaning for their own struggles at home, because of Francis’s 
intimate connection with Christ and His homeland.

This explains why Franciscan regulations granted access to the region 
for all willing members,30 a privileged access that explains why friars so often 
figured as travellers, pilgrims, missionaries and even political envoys, and also 
why our Franciscan authors believed their accounts of the region had special 
spiritual merit. Franciscan treatises informed readers on the title page that the 
author was no simple voyager but a Franciscan brother or father (“fra,” “frater,” 
“frère,” “reverend père”). Early modern readers understood that some brothers 
were more equal than others: possessors of high convent office or a theology 
degree from a Franciscan studium or, even better, a university doctorate.31 The 
elite were the first to be chosen for prestigious missions like that to the Holy 
Land.

Jean Thenaud, as his treatise shows, was a typically accomplished pilgrim. 
On his return to France, he would enjoy an illustrious career as an author. In-
deed, before his voyage of 1511, Thenaud had already published a book, La 
marguerite de france (1508).32 The title page of his treatise identifies him as a 
Master of Arts and guardian of the convent of Angoulême. In the preface we 
learn that his journey eastward was first and foremost a political posting, in 
the service of the count of Angoulême, the future Francis I (d. 1547). Wishing 
to know more about the Ottoman court and Persia, the count had relied on 
Thenaud for insight. Like other Europeans, Angoulême was both fascinated 
and perturbed by the spread of Ottoman authority. Indeed, only a few years 
after Thenaud returned from his visit to Palestine, the Ottomans would seize 
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control of Palestine and Egypt.33 But Thenaud also received another political 
charge, from Louis XII himself. He was to accompany an embassy to the sul-
tan of Egypt, to secure the release of the French consul and the friars of the 
Holy Land from imprisonment. The friars and the consul were casualties of the 
struggle for supremacy in the Indian Ocean between Portugal and Egypt. Th-
enaud’s stature as a prominent French Franciscan might explain why the king 
thought his presence useful.34

Thenaud, a highly educated friar, enjoyed the confidence of some of the 
most powerful men and women in France. To invest his account with gravity 
and political clout, he cited a royal exhortation to write things down. But, as 
an envoy, Thenaud moved fast. A missionary, posted for three years or more, 
would have had longer experience on the ground. Even ordinary pilgrims 
stayed up to eighteen months, the voyage itself being so hard and long.

Long years in the Holy Land and care of the sites pointed to another level 
of spiritual expertise: they explain why the majority of our authors were mis-
sionaries. Thenaud’s Italian contemporary, Francesco Suriano, spent several 
years as a missionary in the Holy Land, from 1480. Trattato di terra santa, first 
published in 1485, mostly concerns his first visit to the region, but later edi-
tions would also incorporate observations from his two stints as guardian of 
the main Franciscan community in Jerusalem (1493–95; 1512–14). Although 
Suriano writes his work as a dialogue with his sister, he has in mind not his 
sibling but his reader when he parades his own qualifications as expert witness. 
The scene set by Suriano’s dialogue is intimate. He visits his sister, Suor’ Sixta, 
at her convent in Foligno after his first return from the Holy Land in 1484. The 
dialogue’s two personae treat each other warmly, but Suriano affirms that their 
shared love of the Franciscan tradition defines their relationship. Both belong 
to branches of the same order: Suriano an Observant, his sister a Poor Clare. 
His “little treatise,” he claims, was produced at her request. 

In his narrative, Suriano takes his sister on the standard visit to the holy 
sites, but also regales her with tales celebrating the friars’ local works. Sixta 
interjects now and then, mostly to ratify Suriano’s authority. Following his ac-
count of the Franciscan miracles during his mission to Beirut, for example, 
Sister Sixta suggests that Suriano himself bears the visible marks of spiritual 
perfection because of his missionary work in the Franciscan tradition: “The 
perfection of the Seraphic Order is worthy of greater veneration,” she exclaims. 
“That infidels have such devotion and faith I believe to be caused by divine 
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illumination or by some singular virtue and perfection of life which they see 
reflected in you continually.” Much later, Suriano’s description of living on raw 
beans and “stinking” water while sailing back to Italy will prompt Sixta to reas-
sure him of a divine reward: “I believe, my most beloved brother, that you have 
accumulated great merit before God for the great exertions and fatigues you 
have borne out of love for him by your ready obedience and by the service you 
have rendered in governing for so many years those glorious places, treasures 
of God on earth, which all the faithful desire to see and kiss.”35

Missions and pilgrimages indeed tested the spiritual worthiness of their 
practitioners, and by the sixteenth century the mission was also indelibly as-
sociated with martyrdom. Missions ought to be difficult, and should involve 
travail and suffering. As with many Franciscan treatises, Suriano reminds us 
that the missionary labours in a hostile land. In his account of his visit to Mount 
Tabor, for example, Suriano recounts an attack by robbers during the Latin 
rites. The incident ended peacefully, much to his relief. For the first time in 300 
years, he tells us, Catholics could celebrate at this site without much danger.36 
But danger was an ever-present reality. Franciscan accounts, Suriano’s included, 
record acts of violence ranging from Bedouin assaults on pilgrim caravans, to 
the imprisonment and torture of friars by Muslim authorities. Suriano found 
his second stint as guardian particularly trying. During his first guardianship 
(1493–95) the friars benefited from warm relations with Cairo’s ruler, Kait Bey 
(1468–1496), who had spent some time as a rebel prisoner in Jerusalem prior 
to becoming Sultan.37 The Muslim sovereign protected the friars, and even let 
them rebuild their sites when “all Jerusalem and almost all of Cairo were op-
posed to it.”38 By 1512, however, when Suriano returned to the office of custo-
dian, the political situation had changed dramatically. His immediate predeces-
sor, Bartolomeo of Piacenza, was one of the friars imprisoned in Cairo whom 
Jean Thenaud intended to visit. The charge against Bartolomeo and the other 
friars, according to Suriano, was extortion. The brothers stayed in prison for 
several months before negotiations freed them. 

Tension continued to define relations between the friars and the new rul-
er. As the friar tells us bluntly, “it seemed to me very fatiguing and hard when 
I remembered the immunities of my first guardianship, for the old troubles, 
swindles and extortions and unbearable burdens had returned.”39 But Suriano 
would face other challenges to his governance, no less taxing. As throughout 
early modern times, wrangles with the Greek Orthodox, Armenians, and Copts 
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over access to the holy places were tense and volatile. These struggles were at 
times quite violent.40 Suffering on behalf of their mission, of course, only rati-
fied the calling of the friars as Christ’s servants. Christ’s crucifixion made such 
suffering a route to spiritual enlightenment. Suriano had proved himself not 
only a devout servant of God but also a bearer of authentic spiritual knowledge, 
thanks to his travails. 

How far then is Suriano’s dialogue, in voice or tactics, from the relation 
of a Venetian ambassador? Like the relation, it privileges the reporter’s voice, 
and uses his experience, as witness, to give the text authority. And, like the 
relation, it does attempt to lay out conditions on the ground. As a piece of writ-
ing, however, his dialogue is only half-kin to the relation mode. Ultimately, 
Suriano’s discussion of local conditions is not concerned with building a precise 
and informed understanding of the region but rather ratifying his authority as 
spiritual interpreter. Experiencing the hardship of the missionary life in the 
Holy Land served to deepen his understanding of this region’s special nature.

A similar assumption about the greater spiritual knowledge of the mis-
sionary no doubt explains why in his well-known Bouquet sacre, Jean Boucher 
(d. circa 1631) is so quick to distance himself from being labelled an ordinary 
pilgrim. Boucher informs us that shortly after his arrival in Jerusalem in 1611, 
the guardian invited him to preach at Easter in the Holy Sepulchre. The invi-
tation came after a series of conversations about theology and other serious 
matters that, according to Boucher, so impressed the guardian that he asked 
the French friar to become the preacher. During Lent and Advent, Boucher 
preached in the main friary and the Sepulchre.41 To preach where Christ spent 
his final days was no small honour, but Boucher’s experience was in some ways 
atypical. He was by his own account a success, and stayed six months.42 Join-
ing this mission impromptu, even temporarily, was unusual. Normally, mis-
sionaries were carefully selected by Franciscan officials from provinces across 
the Franciscan family, and vetted by the Minister General and his colleagues 
in Rome.43 Missionaries almost always had a university education and likely 
several years of administrative experience in their convents. 

The seventeenth-century missionaries Bernardin Surius and Jacques 
Goujon fit this profile. The approbation given by the provincial minister of the 
Flemish Recollects to the 1663 edition of le pieux pélerin notes several offices 
of friar Surius: priest, preacher, confessor, guardian, and perhaps most impor-
tantly of all, apostolic commissioner of the Holy Land. This last appointment, 
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in 1646, two years into his mission, shows that in Palestine Surius continued 
to hold high posts. Whether Goujon occupied an office while on mission is 
unclear, but his preface notes that he is a university-trained preacher who has 
worked closely with the apostolic commissioner of the Holy Land, Francesco 
Maria Rhini, at time of publication the new Minister General. Goujon clearly 
felt that his personal association with so illustrious an official vouched for his 
own stature. In his address to the reader, Goujon praises Rhini for his diligent 
protection of the holy sites: “you [Rhini] appeared in these holy places that I 
describe like the true inheritor of the authority and poverty of our illustrious 
Patriarch.” Goujon tells us, furthermore, that he can testify to this from per-
sonal experience: “My Heart witnessed for over three years with what sanctity 
and zeal you preserved these sites.”44

In one brief passage Goujon not only praises Rhini but also underscores 
his personal association with this important cleric. Goujon stresses, further-
more, that he himself spent over three years living in the region, working first 
in Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and Nazareth, and later in Egypt and Syria. These 
years spent travelling around the custody gave him rich insight into the special 
nature of the homeland of Christ, he argues, and so he scoffs at treatises pub-
lished by mere pilgrims. “I marvel,” he says, “how our pilgrims who write long 
volumes of the Holy Land, after at most their month-long visit, believe that they 
can explain everything that there is to it.”45

Narrating the mundane and divine

In the skillful hands of our authors, the Holy Land takes on decidedly Francis-
can contours. The reader-pilgrim moves from site to holy site with Franciscan 
guides, takes the sacrament from friars’ hands at Latin altars, and, at day’s end, 
retires to a Minorite hospice. At every step he cannot but feel the founder’s 
presence. The friar authors, imprinting the Franciscan tradition on this land-
scape, claimed, de facto, their order’s role as mediator between Christ and both 
the reader and all other Latin pilgrims. 

It is here that the influence of the Italian relazione and the other more 
secular-minded relations upon Franciscan construction of the Holy Land as a 
sacral space becomes apparent. Christ may have lived on the frontier between 
the sacred and profane during his lifetime as the incarnate son of God, but 
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the friars relied upon their intimate understanding of his worldly homeland to 
disseminate his message of salvation. All good Christians knew that the Holy 
Land was infused with Christ’s perfection. But true understanding of Christ’s 
message required both the correct mindset and an immersion of oneself in 
this perfection. The material cast of Franciscan spirituality is particularly pro-
nounced in their discussions of the spiritual potency of the landscape; readers 
were reminded that spiritual perfection must be pursued in the earthly realm of 
existence. “I am a simple pilgrim,” friar Surius explains with expected Francis-
can humility; he makes no claim to expertise in “cosmography, nor geography, 
nor geometry.” He does emphasize, though, that he has visited the sites person-
ally, and that he did so with “a curious devotion and a devoted curiosity.” His 
use of the term curiosité in this context underscores that his journey is one of 
a spiritual enlightenment and not strictly introspective, but open outward to a 
variety of experience. Visiting the land was itself efficacious, but perceiving the 
fullness of its meaning required special knowledge and training. 

His spiritual formation as a Franciscan made Surius a valuable interpreter 
for his readers precisely because of the order’s long and intimate relationship 
with the homeland of Christ.46 His treatise is not, strictly speaking, a relation, 
but it shares with that genre the introjection of the author, who stresses his for-
eign expertise and direct experience, as an authoritative mediator of a distant 
place with special traits. Not only Suriano, but also other Franciscan authors 
used a variety of devices to anchor their meditative sacred visits. Often, it was 
in the relation’s celebration of the quixotic and changing nature of the mundane 
world that the friars found strategies useful for their spiritual purposes. We see 
this most plainly in the narration of the journeys both to and from the Holy 
Land. Here, in these framing sections, our friars play with both space and time 
to illuminate the otherworldly nature of the homeland of Christ.

Movement and space

Older Franciscan narratives of pilgrimage paid scant attention to the details 
of the journey east. A desire to convey the other-worldly nature of the holy 
places explains why traditionally Holy Land treatises took a thoroughly liturgi-
cal form. These treatises locate the visitation of the holy places in Jerusalem at 
the very heart of the narrative. Much like a worshipper performing the Stations 
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of the Cross in a parish church at Easter, the reader pilgrim travels with the 
author-friar through the last days of Christ’s life. The physical description of the 
site is itself an important part of the narration, like the recitation of the relevant 
Biblical story and the appropriate prayers. Equally important is the attitude of 
the pilgrim who must pause and meditate at each stop along the journey. The 
more detailed discussion of the sites always stands in contrast to the relatively 
simple, even perfunctory descriptions of the journey to and from Jerusalem, 
and even between the sites themselves. It was visiting Christ and contemplating 
his life that mattered. 

As Suriano’s description of the visit to the Holy Sepulchre shows, the 
recounting of the liturgical rites was intentionally transgressive. His descrip-
tion of the celebration collapsed spatial boundaries to bring the distant pilgrim 
reader in direct emotional contact with the living Christ.47 After first providing 
a detailed physical description of the site and relating the relevant biblical story, 
Suriano asks his sister Sixta to “join” in the procession of the friars and pilgrims 
as they file through the massive structure. Suriano’s use with his sister of verbs 
in the present tense, or in the hortatory voice, collapses the distance between 
the sites and the Christian reader still at home. Sixta and her sisters at once 
become part of the procession, filing two-by-two alongside the other pilgrims. 
The abbess, he tells us, will be their standard bearer. The description of this 
visit continues for several pages, working all the reader’s senses. The sights and 
sounds of worship are particularly important for Suriano, who recognizes that 
true contrition requires the softening of the sinner’s heart. As the pilgrims enter 
the Franciscan chapel, for example, Suriano signals the singers to begin their 
chants. The chanting becomes the cue for lamentation as the pilgrims them-
selves experience the suffering of Christ in his last days: ”And as the friars begin 
in our chapel,” he informs us, “in like manner let the chantresses begin, inviting 
all to weep and lament in participation of the pains of your spouse Christ, the 
only Son of the Virgin Mary, Master of Magdalen and the other Marys, under-
went at the time of his passion, crucifixion and burial.”48 The visit then ends 
with a recitation of the appropriate prayers and a description of the indulgence 
allocated to the site.

This liturgical form will continue to shape later Franciscan accounts as 
well, but in the journey to and from the holy places the friars, as a relation 
would, provide more detailed descriptions of the lands encountered along the 
way. The treatise by the anonymous Spanish friar (circa 1550) is just one exam-
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ple. On the road to Damascus from Levantine Tripoli, for example, he records 
Maronite churches around Mount Lebanon and sketches their religious organi-
zation and relationship to the Catholic Church. He then describes the route 
through the mountains, taking note of the cedar trees, climate, and population. 
As the friar leaves behind the mountains he makes the following characteristic 
observation: “Thence, passing over Mount Lebanon, which is always overcast 
in many parts throughout the year, and is very high at the summit, we de-
scended on the other side towards the foot of the mountains and came to the 
village of Apueta, in which dwell Moors and Christians.”49 

In the passage above, the Spanish friar’s narration shows greater attention 
than do earlier pilgrim tales to the cultural and physical landscape along the 
way. The seventeenth-century Franciscan texts are even more detailed. Typical 
is the account of the Toulousain Henri Castela. Castela sets sail from the port 
of Marseilles sometime before 1604, and from there engages more with the 
sights and sounds of the regions he visits than do earlier authors. Castela’s non-
stop commentary alternates between disdain, wonder, and even fear. He begins 
with practical information on sea travel, and describes his fellow voyagers. His 
description of life aboard the ship to the Holy Land conveys the sailors’ and pil-
grims’ fears of storms and piracy. We learn, for example, that passengers could 
retreat to a special space on the ship where the sailors stored their “bell [clo-
chette] and the images that they worship of our Lord, his mother the glorious 
virgin, and of some other saints.” Here in this makeshift chapel they could be 
heard “every night praying and expressing their zeal for God.”50 Once on shore, 
the friar marvels at a cosmopolitan world in which Turks, Arabs, “Moors”51 

and the different Christian groups share space in hospices and holy sites along 
the way. As in many Levantine narratives of the early modern period, Cairo 
receives extensive treatment.52 Castela remarks that Jews and Muslims shared 
religious buildings, unlike the Protestants of Europe who wrecked their rival’s 
churches. The comment, while shallow and tendentious, does show an eye to 
local facts.53 

As Castela approaches the Holy Land, his geographic frame grows richer, 
evoking both spatial and cultural dislocation. His several ruminations on the 
Mediterranean world convey movement through space. Here and there he 
pauses to comment on his surroundings before resuming the road to Jerusalem. 
The pace is fairly rapid, even so, as Castela rarely dwells for very long on what 
he sees around him. This feeling of movement, when combined with the con-
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stant flow of information provided by his commentary, brings to the journey a 
temporal immediacy little seen earlier in Thenaud and Suriano. We feel that we 
are walking the road alongside Castela, experiencing our own first encounters 
with the colourful and diverse populations of the eastern Mediterranean.

Castela’s effort to capture the sensory experience of movement through 
the Mediterranean world served a reformist agenda aimed at heightening the 
spiritual potency of the holy places. Relation narrative strategies conveying 
cultural and political information may have helped the Franciscan treatise to 
demarcate this world from the next. The pilgrim’s journey takes him from the 
bustle and chaos of the mundane world to the coolness, calm, and the pleasant 
odours of the holy sites. Because of the traditional tripartite division of Holy 
Land narratives — the journey to, visitation, and return home —  this narrative 
demarcation of the mundane and the otherworldly did not require any great 
change in the structure of early modern Franciscan accounts. It did, however, 
require greater deliberation on the day-by-day journey of the friar to the re-
gion. The friar’s own experience of the holy places was no longer the sole thing 
worthy of the reader’s eye.

The friar’s physical movement through space is even more powerfully 
evoked in the account by Surius. In a nod to the relazione genre, Surius states 
his intent to describe the different peoples “outre-marins” as much in “the mat-
ter of religion” as in “administration.”54

The primary intent, though, is religious. His text describes the history 
of the region and the holy sites in particular to “stir religion” in the pilgrim’s 
heart. More than the other authors discussed here, Surius lays out his journey 
from home. His pace is perhaps less hectic and more stately than Castela’s, as he 
and his companion make their deliberate way to Marseilles. Walking through 
France in 1644 was dangerous because of the presence of soldiers; France was 
still enmeshed in the Thirty Years War, and as a subject of the King of Spain Su-
rius was unwelcome. He and his companion lacked passports, and at least once 
barely escaped arrest.55 The friar fully evokes his clandestine, anxious journey. 
Yet fear of capture did not dissuade Surius from noting his surroundings, as 
he wandered through villages and towns, staying in monasteries and visiting 
churches all along the way. His observations on the state of France are at times 
cursory, though now and again he does comment on current events. On the 
border between the Low Lands and France, Surius sadly notes war’s havoc: “I 
look at all of these desolate places with a very sad eye, the frontier lands both in 
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the Low Lands and France entirely ruined, churches burned, castles razed, and 
villages abandoned, the pitiful results of war.”56 Later on his journey southward, 
just outside Lyon, Surius mentions the hardships of villagers who had suffered 
from a recent frost on the vines and who also complained about the king’s harsh 
taxes. His account corroborates growing dissatisfaction with the monarchy by 
the 1640s because of its excessive exactions on the peasantry.57 

Time and timelessness

Such mundane elements ground the friar’s treatise in a particular time. Surius 
also names the men and women he encounters during his travels, yet another 
device that anchors his text in the 1640s while conveying movement through 
the French landscape.58 Over and over Surius responds to what he saw and 
heard at each place, a narrative strategy reminding readers that the journey 
is occurring in their own lifetime as well. Surius also takes care to mark his 
journey by the days of the calendar. 

The rapid movement conveyed by the first part of the treatise stands in 
deliberate contrast to the much slower pace of the pilgrim once near the Holy 
Land. Other treatises make the same transition. At times this shift in pacing 
is jarring. Once on the doorstep of Jerusalem, the epicentre of the holy, Jean 
Boucher stands stock still to expound on the city’s special sanctity. His Sacre 
Bouquet (1620) mingles narrative and elegiac literary forms far more than do 
the other early modern Franciscan treatises. His lengthy exposition requires a 
break from the journey described thus far. The description becomes more lyri-
cal and more deeply felt. The busy-ness of the outside world falls away, allowing 
an altogether different kind of journey. Boucher’s ode to Jerusalem also laments 
the pitiful state of the city. In noting the need for material restoration of the 
holy places, the tone is traditionally Franciscan and very mindful of the legend 
of Francis rescuing crumbling churches. Anxious to view the glorious home of 
Christ, Boucher conveys his disappointment at its actual dilapidated state: “But 
alas! My hopes were vain and mistaken, because I found a city… enshrouded 
in shadows, ruined of its glory and honour….”59 He nevertheless emphasizes its 
special beauty, untouched by the “infidels” who occupied her land. 

By the seventeenth century, Holy Land treatises habitually bemoan the 
state of a captured Jerusalem in Muslim hands. Scholars have viewed these la-
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ments variously as reflections on the broken nature of the post-Reformation 
Christian body, defenses of the efficacy of the pilgrimage, and even as signs of 
emergent subjectivity in early modern texts.60 The great emotion of such de-
scriptions reminds us that Franciscan preachers sought to instill spiritual reform 
by stirring an emotional response in their Christian readers. Jerusalem, like the 
soul of the sinner, was imprisoned in an imperfect body. Typically Franciscan, 
Boucher viewed the world as simultaneously a site of human redemption and 
corruption.61 So he never portrays the world outside the doorstep of Jerusalem, 
let alone Jerusalem itself, as wholly decayed and ruined. As Francis of Assisi 
insisted, the life of Christ incarnate marked the Christian path. Like the hu-
man body, the world was material not immaterial, and thus in constant decay. 
The world was at once a glorious creation of God, and the source of serious 
temptation. It was, more to the point, an inconstant, unstable place. Whereas 
the heavens existed outside of time, the world was a slave to it. And yet, living at 
the heart of this inconstant and corrupting reality, the sinner could hope to seek 
perfection. For Boucher, the holy sites were mired in the filth of sinfulness but 
their true beauty could not be quenched. Boucher’s emphasis upon the time-
less and constant nature of the holy sites thus underscores the inconstant and 
potentially corrupting nature of the human world around it. 

Returning to Bernardin Surius, we find a similar narrative demarcation 
of the sacred and profane. For Surius, however, it begins much earlier on his 
journey. Observe his description of the visit to the church of Saint Maximin-
la-Sainte-Baume in Provence, dedicated to Mary Magdalen. Here, according 
to apocryphal accounts, the saint spent 30 years in contemplation after leaving 
Palestine. Arriving at this special place, Surius lets us know pointedly that he 
is stepping off the road to seek rest (“repos.”) His visit lasts ten pages, and the 
accompanying lush, sensual description and slower pace makes it clear that in 
veering off the mundane road he has ventured into a different realm of exist-
ence. Entering through an iron door, Surius is immediately overwhelmed by the 
beauty of the saint’s grotto. His description dwells on the rich ornamentation, 
all gifts of well meaning patrons: silver lamps, a bed made of the softest Dutch 
feathers and Cypriot wool, an embossed image of the Magdalen. This place, 
he exclaims with an eye for landscape, “is the most admirable in the world, 
as much for its solitude and height as for the penitence of the saintly lover of 
Jesus who found contentment here.”62 Surius conveys the ecstatic nature of his 
own experience, urging the reader to transform his or her own chamber into a 
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similar “grotto” to be alone with God: “You should do this two times a day, find 
a place to be alone, to pray, to think of God.”63 The friar describes the hermitage 
itself as a “cabinet” of divine love. His depiction of it as a site of solitude, peace, 
and love identifies this space as a fragment of heaven, and also of Palestine, on 
earth. The cabinet cell described by Saint Bernard is none other than “a little 
Paradise: from the cell, one climbs to the heaven, the cell is a holy land and a 
place where the soul joins with God.”64 

History

Creating one’s own cell or “cabinet” for contemplation — whether a literal or 
internal space — aided a Christian’s resolve by establishing amid daily exist-
ence a place for the sacred. The experience Surius describes in this grotto is 
ecstatic, reflecting the mystical cast of Franciscan spirituality. The pilgrim is 
at once one with God, transformed, and lifted out of the dross of mundane 
existence through immediate and intimate contact with divinity. Locating the 
grotto along the journey to the Holy Land situates the sacred in the midst of the 
profane, as the soul is in the body and the church is in the world. In describing 
the grotto as a place of repos though, Surius is also evoking the otherworldly 
character of sacral space. The grotto of Mary Magdalene is a “paradise.” It is 
itself a “holy land.” At such a site, heaven brings earth up to meet it, and earth 
joins the eternal realm. 

Such repeated straying from the path of mundane existence into the realm 
of the divine has already prepared readers for what they will find in the holiest 
of holy lands. Even so, Surius makes clear that the homeland of Christ is like no 
other place. This is not a trip, he says, for the idle curiosity seeker. It is a spir-
itual journey.65 Boucher argued, and other friars agreed, that the pilgrimage led 
straight to the life of Christ. At this point the friars turn to the ancient history 
of the region to underscore its spiritual uniqueness. Whereas the Italian relazi-
one sometimes evoked the past to justify present-day political decisions and 
policies, Surius is interested in the spiritual implications of the Christian story. 
In the Bible the early modern Christian could find guideposts for the salvific 
journey. Arriving at Jerusalem, Surius tells us that it is time to learn about the 
region we are entering, and he warns that he will mix history “with a number 
of sweet thoughts and devotions,” indicating that he has more in mind than the 
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nostalgic tour of a more perfect epoch. This region, he tells us, in his preacherly 
Franciscan voice, was the battleground between good and evil. Understanding 
biblical history, he argues, will enrich the pilgrim on his spiritual quest. He then 
wishes the reader “all the best and great progress in divine love.”66 

Moral intent aside, Surius’s historical retelling becomes yet another way 
to demarcate the region, and the holy sites in particular, as outside human time 
and space. The changing state of Palestine from Biblical times to the present 
day offers a history that began with Abraham and his contract with God for 
entry to the Promised Land. Once in Jerusalem, Surius devotes even more 
time to its biblical history. Tracing a long narrative of destruction from the 
first sacking of the city by the Babylonians through to Saladin’s reconquest of 
the city in 1187 and the subsequent invasion of the Ottomans at the turn of 
the sixteenth century, the friar finishes by noting the spiritual constancy of the 
sites. Over 3,580 years he says: “And so was transformed, and so perished… 
the pearl of cities, and the glory of Palestine. And yet despite these deplorable 
events and destructions, there remain the principal sites where our Saviour, 
in his life, was conversant with men….”67 Friar Boucher, like Surius, bemoans 
the historic destruction of Jerusalem, citing as much divine punishment for 
Christian turpitude as Muslim occupation. The city is in a perilous state, he tells 
us. It has few magnificent temples except the Holy Sepulcher and the Temple of 
Solomon, few illustrious buildings except the lodgings of Ottoman officials. It is 
also “poorly populated with persons of substance, respect and honour.” Indeed 
he has never found, he insists, “so evil, cruel, and pernicious a rabble as lives in 
the holy city.” Once the seat of “sanctity” and “truth,” it was now the school of 
“impiety,” “error,” and “vanity.”68 

When we enter each holy place, the contrast between the mutability of the 
mundane world outside the walls and the spiritual constancy of Christ becomes 
especially apparent. The liturgical function of the text remains, but is now given 
new urgency as our Franciscan authors take time on each visit to recreate the 
physical sensation of standing in Christ’s footsteps. With a passing nod to the 
fine gifts from worshippers, the friar reverts to the spiritual significance of the 
site. His account of Christ’s last days intermingles with the liturgical evocation 
of Christ’s spiritual authority. The author asks us to look closely at physical man-
ifestations of Christ’s presence while recounting the past event that happened 
at this site. Pilgrims would gather around the rock on which apostles slept in 
the garden of Gethsemane and listen to the Franciscan preacher’s description 
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of the Last Supper. At the Holy Sepulchre, the Franciscan guide gestures to the 
remains of the pillar where Christ was flagellated at Pilate’s orders, preaches a 
sermon, and leads the pilgrims in prayer. At the House of Caiaphas, Boucher 
asks us to consider Christ’s betrayal by his own followers: “It is there at that sad 
place that our savior, o my soul, was falsely accused, unjustly condemned and 
shamefully violated, impudently whipped….” But there was no injury more bit-
ter, he insists, than when Christ was “blasphemed and renounced by the treach-
ery of the first of his apostles and disciples.”69 

When combined with the special odour of holiness, the sounds of hushed 
voices led in prayer and song, and the cries of ecstasy and sorrow emanating 
from the pilgrims, the reader does not just hear a biblical story often told but 
sees and experiences it first hand. In this liturgical moment and at this particular 
place, Christ is reliving his last moments on earth. This stark contrast between a 
contemporary Holy land in fluid imperfection, and the perfect holiness hidden 
within each site conveyed the continuing spiritual potency of the holy places. It 
was a Franciscan message that evoked the famous legend of the founder saint 
who rescued falling churches. Surius tells us that the holy places survived past 
and present depredations because the region remained a Christian space. The 
Virgin Mary continued to visit, he tells us, and Christians never really left.70 The 
reader feels in these accounts the palpable presence of Christ himself. Here in 
the homeland of Christ, the pilgrim steps into a Christian past that is also the 
present, the future, and eternity. To visit these sites was to experience in all its 
authenticity the authority of Christ because he, like his mother, never left. 

Conclusion 

To what degree, then, can we detect elements of the early modern relation — 
perhaps unconscious, perhaps deliberate — in these Franciscan pilgrim books? 
How far did they go to meet a new taste for authoritative accounts, from trusted 
voices, about novel or noteworthy things? The parallels are several. Some of the 
later travel tales offer a much stronger frame, a clearer account of the narrator’s 
own voyage. And the tales also have devices in their apparatus that establish the 
figure of the narrator as trusted reporter, with his experiences on the ground 
and his high religious office and good learning. Moreover, as imaginary guided 
tours of sacred places, the accounts allow the narrator to lead the mind across 
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a dense landscape of sites. The meditative goals of this literature, even so, di-
lute the significance given by the relation to things of this world by inviting 
contemplation of things eternal. It would be wrong to expect these Franciscan 
pilgrim-chroniclers to put out relations. The more interesting question is, to 
what extent, in a relating world, did they adapt their prose? The answer: more 
than a little.
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